ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of computer science and technology, intelligent humancomputer interaction has gradually become the dominant trend in the development of computing model. And this trend becomes more obviously after Weiser Mark [1] putting forward the concept of "Ubicomp" in 1990s. In order to lighten the load of people's operation and memory, during the interaction, the traditional way of interaction need to be expanded. And integrate the implicit human-computer interaction into the explicit human-computer interaction.
At present, implicit human-computer interaction has become an important research frontier in the field of interaction. The universities and research institutes of the United States, Germany, China, Austria and so on , has been carried out in-depth study to IHCI theory and application gradually. Schmidt in the University of Karlsruhe in Germany conducted an earlier study of the theory of implicit interaction [2] .He believes that the two elements of implicit interaction are perception and reasoning, and he also put forward that contextual information is very important for interaction. Young-Min Jang [3] proposed a novel approach for a human's implicit intention recognition based on the eyeball movement pattern and pupil size variation. Hamid Mcheick [4] presents a context aware model with ability to interact. This model adapts to dynamically environment and can interact with the user flexibility. The implicit interaction based on context is also applied in other aspects. R Cowie [5] proposed an emotion-recognising system to recognize emotion. Bojan Blažica [6] introduces a new more personal perspective on photowork that aims at understanding the user and his/her subjective relationship to the photo. It does so by means of implicit human-computer interaction, this is, by observing the user's interaction with the photos.
In China, Tao Linmi [7] of Tsinghua University developed an adaptive vision system to detect and understand user behaviour, and to carry out implicit interaction. At the same time, Tian Feng in software research institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences also studied the characteristics of implicit interaction from the perspective of post WIMP user interface [8] . Wang Wei proposes that more use of user context information in the process of implicit humancomputer interaction [9] , including user behaviour, emotional state (for example: the emotional design method of Irina CRISTESCU [10] ), and physiological state. But there is also some use of environmental context information, such as location-based services, etc. And it pointed out that the implicit humancomputer interaction technology is one of the development directions in the future. Feng Zhiquan [11] uses the context information in the gesture tracking, and has achieved a good interaction effect. Song Wei [12] uses multi-modal input and context-aware computing to combine gesture recognition into the game's scene control. This method allows users to feel the reality of people and the role of the game the perfect fusion. Yue Weining [13] proposed a context aware and scheduling strategy for intelligent interactive systems, which improves the system's intelligence.
RELATED WORK

Image segmentation
Before image segmentation, the image should be filtered to remove the noise. At present, the common methods of image segmentation [14] can be divided into: threshold segmentation method [15] , edge detection method [16] , region segmentation method and the method of combining the theorem of the segmentation method. Besides, Qu Jingjing [17] proposed the segmentation method of continuous frame difference and background subtraction. This article uses the skin colour model [15] (YcbCr) to separate the human hand and the background, and the image banalization. The formula for converting from RGB colour-space to YCbCr colourspace is shown in formula 1. 
Feature Extraction
According to the formula (2) get the centroid coordinates of mass [18] as shown in fig. 2 the green point inside the palm.
The eight-neighbourhood tracking algorithm [19] is used to counter clockwise extract contour points. In the obtained contour points, according to the formula 3, calculated the three corners' points (we define the points in the profile where the gradient is abrupt as key points, such as the fingertip and the finger-root) closest to the centroid. 
Dynamic gesture recognition
In his paper [20] , he proposed the method that according to the change in the angle between the negative x-axis and the straight line of the centroid and middle finger to recognize the clockwise or counter clockwise rotation. And according to the finger-tip and finger-root position changes (mainly include the distance changes of finger-tip and adjacent finger-root, the distance changes of finger-tip and adjacent finger-tip, the same finger-tip and finger-root between different frames), to identify the moving, grasping and putting. According to the direction of hand movement to identify move up, down left and right. In this paper, this approach is used for dynamic gesture recognition.
SCENE MODELLING
Brief introduction of image display
The principle of image display using OpenGL [21] in the virtual environment is exemplified here in fig 3. For different Z plane(Z=C, C is a constant), moving the same distance in one condition while the output of distance is not the same (the closer to the point of view, the greater the moving distance on the screen is). Therefore, objects at different coordinates in the virtual scene needs different functions to move them. Moreover, two-dimensional image obtained by the common camera is not good at controlling the movement of three -dimensional hand in three -dimensional spaces. So many researchers have used animation as a method to avoiding this problem. Using the principle that the bounding box size is proportional to the image display is the key to control changes in the Z-axis coordinate. The captured image (the size of determined acquisition: 400x300) is mapped to "a" window to display. So the length of "a" in plane S1 is times in plane S2 at the time of display.
Determine the relationship of mapping
Collect and record the size of the bounding box and get its average size when each of the experimenter is operating in the 3D scene. And mapping shown by MATLAB is shown in fig 5 . According to the probability formula in statistics:
Calculate the initial value of L and W: L 0 = 110, W 0 = 80
Calculate the corresponding relationship between real and virtual human hand (when the bounding box keeps the same size).
In That is :
INTERACTION ALGORITHM BASED ON SCENE SITUATION AWARENESS
Based on least square method [22] to fit the motion trajectory algorithm
The movement trajectory of human-hand in the virtual scene is the circular motion to the elbow joint as the centres of the arc. So in order to better fit the motion trajectory of the hand gesture, in this paper, the least square method is used to fit the nonlinear equation.as shown in formula 9-1. At the same time, this paper also uses linear (formula 9-2) and parabolic (formula 9-3) trajectories. Take the first curve (formula 9-1) as an example to introduce the least square method
In formula 9, the point ( x i , y i ) is the observation coordinate, "a" is first-order coefficients, "b" is sine coefficients, and c is constant. "a", "b" and c is the parameter to be solved, assume a 0 , b 0 , c 0 for their approximate value.
Order:
Taking y as the dependent variable and x as the independent variable, the error equation is:
Error equation matrix can be expressed as:
Among them:
According to the least square rule (formula 12), fitting a curve.
And dependent variable residual is:
Because the cycle of is periodic oscillation among in [0 400], so equation of a curve is
In the end, according to the coefficient to confirm the fit is good or bad.
Scene situation awareness and interaction algorithm
Calculate the size of the bounding box, and determine the corresponding relationship. According to the moving direction and distance of the 3D human hand of the two frame image, the movement of the centroid of the human hand is determined. The feature data of the multi frame images is used to synthesize nonlinear curve to predict the direction of human hand movement.
And then determine the object at the direction and get the distance to human hand. Therefore, perform the corresponding operation; the specific algorithm is as follows:
First step: Capture a RGB image using a common camera .The height of the image is 400, and the width is 300. Then carry out image segmentation using skin colour model, and image banalization.
Second step: Calculate the centroid coordinates, and the coordinates of the three corner points. According to the formula 14 figure out bounding-box size.
Third step: Calculate the change between the two images, include centre of mass and corner point, According to the size and coordinates of the bounding box, and determine the direction and distance of the hand's move in the 3D virtual scene.
Fourth step: Using the glTranslatef (Dx, Dy, Dz) belonging to OpenGL to change the movement of the three-dimensional human hand in the virtual environment. If the moving amount of one direction (assumed to be X axis direction) is much greater than the other direction (Y axis) so you can only consider the direction where the moving amount is larger.
Fifth step: Judge whether frames is greater than a threshold (set to 10). If less than, then return to the first step; Else, Using the least squares method to fit the data stored characteristic.
Sixth step: According to the correlation coefficient, judge whether the curve fitted is good or not. If good, go to step seven; if not, find the number of the points that cause poor fitting, If only one or two, then discard the two data and frames minus two, return to the fourth step. If more throw away the data before that location and frames minus corresponding to the value, return to the fourth step.
Seventh step: Determine the number of objects that are in the prediction direction; if not one, frames minus five, and return to the fourth step. If there is only one: moving the corresponding object to the virtual human hand with the same speed, and judges the distance between the virtual human hand and the object. If the distance is less than the threshold, stop moving the object, and go to the last step.
At last, carry out the corresponding operation on the object by identifying a series of actions, for example: rotation, scaling, translation, and so on. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
The experiment is divided into three parts. One part is to be familiar with the experimental environment, operation method and procedure, to determine the mapping relationship. Experimental environment and virtual interface are shown in fig 7. On the right is a virtual 3D scene. Scene consists of virtual hands, and desktop, there is a cube, small ball, cylinder and teapot on the table. Each object is fixed, and is not in a z plane. On the left, there have two pictures, one picture is the original, and the other is the split hand. The change of real hand and virtual hand has a certain relationship. And this relationship is determined by the distance of the real hand from the camera. The second part is verifying this method which through the hand's trajectory to predict the object you want to operate on is correct. Look for 100 experimenters; let them familiar with the operation of the experimental environment. When they can skilfully move the object they want to operate, start the experiment and collect the data. Tell them to move their hands control the virtual hand towards the ball, the cylinder, and the teapot in the experimental environment. Record their manual centre's trajectory of mass until collision detection is complete. And output the data to a text file. Experimental data is divided into two, one is to contain the movement data of collision detection, and the other does not have. I import the experimental data into MATLAB, use the following code to fit the dashed line.
In the code, the gof structure has the fields shown in the table below. And the three curves were used to fit these data. According to the experimental data of move to the ball to fit curve, as shown in the fig 8. fig 9) from the same one of the experimental. On the left is a fitting curve with collision detection, on the right side is the fitting curve of the same function without collision detection. As can be seen from the image, the curve on the left and right sides of the changes have very little difference; you can even use less data fitting similar curves. However, the fewer points are fitted, the less time is spent. Of course, the completion of an experimental points and the speed of movement is related. The last part is verifying the correctness of the forecast results in this method. Look for 100 experimenters again, let them familiar with the operation of the experimental environment. Tell them to move their hands control the virtual hand towards the ball, the cylinder, and the teapot in the experimental environment. And the speed of hand movement is moderate. When they can skilfully move the object they want to operate, start the experiment at different distances and collect the data. Record the number of frames for each person to complete the experiment. In the experimental process with predictive function, according to the predicted result, it is judged which object in the virtual scene is to be selected. It will move the object to the virtual hand and save the current number of frames. Wait the end of the experiment, record whether the forecast is correct or not. Repeat the experiment 5 times per person, seek its average. The final results are shown in Table 2 . Through the table 2 we can be seen most people can predict success 5 times, and a little of people predicted success 3 times, nobody can predict success less than 3 times. So, we can get a conclusion: in a specific virtual environment, the use of curve fitting method can be very good to predict the subjects want to operate the object. The 8 picture in fig 10 is the screen in the experimental process with predictive function.
In the fig 12 the real hand controls virtual hand to move the ball, and the system predicts the moving direction of the virtual hand based on the motion data. Then the object in this direction is moved to the virtual hand, as you can see in the last two pictures the red balls move toward the virtual hand. This shows the prediction is correct Figure 12 . Move to the red ball
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, according to the characteristics of human motion in the virtual scene, we propose to fit the motion trajectory according to the change of human hand's centroid, and then to predict the objects that people want to operate. According to the characteristics of trajectory points, three common curves are used to fit the same trajectory. By comparing the fitting parameters, it is finally decided to use curve y = a * x + b * sin ( 0.01 * x ) + c to fit the trajectory. A large number of experiments show that this method can be a good predictor of the experiment want to operate the object. And it can shorten the time of selecting an object. In addition through the bounding box size changes, to control the virtual object Z coordinate changes in the appropriate range. It conforms to the people in the three-dimensional environment in the operation of the habit (hand before and after the change, the virtual hand before and after the move). It also achieved good interaction effects. But for implementation a more intelligent human-computer interaction, there are a lot of problems to be solved. For example: the occlusion problem, as well as the computer automatically judge whether people have the purpose of the operation, etc.
